
CENTRALIZED 
REPORTING

Demonstrate Security Effectiveness 
with BitSight Executive Reports
An increasing number of security and risk management executives are being 
asked to present to the Board of Directors on the state of their — and their 
third parties’ — security and risk programs. Compiling this data is often 
challenging and time-consuming: this results in organizations presenting 
metrics that do not effectively inform senior executives on cyber risk in 
their business ecosystem. BitSight understands that making security data 
accessible across business units — and to the C-Suite and the Board of 
Directors — is becoming more of a requirement for every company. 

BitSight Executive Reports allow organizations to bridge the gap between 
risk management and executive teams. Executive Reports facilitate data-
driven conversations to help teams identify gaps in their risk and security 
programs, and determine what resources are needed most for improvement. 
Users can leverage 15 readily-available reports on the security performance 
of their organization or their vendor portfolio, or create custom reports on 
the fly. Reporting in the BitSight platform is intuitive and does not require 
technical knowledge.

CUSTOMER-DEFINED 
INPUTS

Query all data in the BitSight 
platform to create flexible, 
custom reports for your 
organization. Users can navigate to the Reports page to quickly generate and view reports for their 

company and vendor portfolio.

ACTIONABLE METRICS

Determine which vendors 
are meeting your company’s 
standards and coordinate a 
plan of action.

KEY BENEFITS
• Centralized Reporting: 

Users can navigate to the Reports page to quickly generate and view reports 
directly within the BitSight platform. With all reporting needs centralized 
in one location, reports can be viewed in a matter of seconds and exported 
with the click of a button. With senior executives asking about security and 
risk efforts at an increased frequency, having reports easily accessible allows 
BitSight customers to share meaningful insights more quickly.

• Customer-defined Inputs: 

Each company’s risk tolerance and profile is different. Thus, important metrics 
will vary from company to company. Use the Custom Reporting Engine to go 
beyond standard reports and create customized views tailored to your VRM 
program. This allows organizations to focus on the risks that matter most to 
them within their vendor portfolio, as well as their own organization.

Access information about 
company and vendor security 
performance in one location.
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ABOUT BITSIGHT 
TECHNOLOGIES

BitSight transforms how
companies manage information
security risk with objective,
verifiable and actionable 
Security Ratings. Founded 
in 2011, the company built 
its Security Ratings Platform 
to continuously analyze vast 
amounts of external data on 
security issues. Seven of the 
largest 10 cyber insurers, 80 
Fortune 500 companies, and 3 
of the top 5 investment banks
rely on BitSight to manage 
cyber risks.

Custom Reports allow customers to query all BitSight data to build flexible reports that 
export as .csv files.

• Actionable Metrics

Ultimately, the C-Suite and the Board need to understand how their 
organization’s cybersecurity program is performing and identify areas where 
risk needs to be reduced quickly. BitSight Executive Reports allow customers 
to view metrics for multiple vendors in one view, and determine where 
companies may be falling below performance thresholds. Organizations can 
single out the companies that present the most risk and take appropriate 
actions. Moreover, security, risk, and executive teams can review the efficacy 
of current cyber risk budgets and resources to assess what kind of additional 
resources are needed for improvement.

CONCLUSION

BitSight Executive Reports help put security, risk, and executive teams on 
the same page to make better-informed decisions and get to risk reduction 
quickly. With cybersecurity programs frequently reviewed during Board 
meetings, organizations need informative metrics on their cyber risk posture, 
including the risk posed by vendors and service providers. The BitSight 
platform allows customers to efficiently pull metrics that are the most 
meaningful to their business.


